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time Russia was at an even lower stage of industrial development
than Sweden. The authorities seem to have lacked any sense of
the importance of the development o! industry at home, Their
attitude was quite different where there was any possibility of an
improvement in the measures for home defence, with a view to
strengthening the uncertain political situation of Russia. The
relations between that country and the Western Powers, England
and France, were strained, so that she would naturally welcome
any device that would increase her sense of security. It is there-
fore not surprising that, having regard to his circumstances at the
time, that Immanuel Nobel should exploit the possibilities offered
by his inventive gifts.
Nobel constructed various machines at Petersburg, amongst which
his appliance for cutting wheel-naves is particularly well known. He
devoted himself especially to the construction of mines, and devised
mines for defensive purposes at sea and on land. In the course
of these experiments he made the acquaintance of a Russian
general and engineer who was exceedingly interested in his dis-
coveries, and sent in certain reports about them to the Minister
for War* These reports have been preserved in translation
amongst Nobel's papers in Stockholm, but unfortunately without
the name of the signatory,* and since they give the most reliable
information regarding Nobel's activities in the forties, we quote
them below. They are amongst the few documents of that period
that have been preserved, since during the recent Russian Revo-
lution the whole of the Nobel archives at Petersburg were destroyed,
and any papers that may remain are not accessible at the present
time,
" To the Minister for Wan
" Your Excellency has informed me in the conxmunication dated
* According to the statement of Dr. Emanuel Nobel, the office* in question was
General Egareft who later became Nobel's partner*

